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From newspapers to NASA, Mac users around the world use AppleScript to automate their

daily computing routines. Famed for its similarity to English and its ease of integration with

other programs, AppleScript is the perfect programming language for time-squeezed Mac fans.

As beginners quickly realize, however, AppleScript has one major shortcoming: it comes

without a manual.No more. You don't need a degree in computer science, a fancy system

administrator title, or even a pocket protector and pair of nerdy glasses to learn the Mac's most

popular scripting language; you just need the proper guide at your side. AppleScript: The

Missing Manual is that guide.Brilliantly compiled by author Adam Goldstein, AppleScript: The

Missing Manual is brimming with useful examples. You'll learn how to clean up your Desktop

with a single click, for example, and how to automatically optimize pictures for a website. Along

the way, you ll learn the overall grammar of AppleScript, so you can write your own customized

scripts when you feel the need.Naturally, AppleScript: The Missing Manual isn't merely for the

uninitiated scripter. While its hands-on approach certainly keeps novices from feeling

intimidated, this comprehensive guide is also suited for system administrators, web and

graphics professionals, musicians, scientists, mathematicians, engineers, and others who need

to learn the ins and outs of AppleScript for their daily work.Thanks to AppleScript: The Missing

Manual, the path from consumer to seasoned script has never been clearer. Now you, too, can

automate your Macintosh in no time.

About the AuthorAdam Goldstein got his programming start in Kindergarten, when he first

played around with Logo on an old Apple II. Through middle school, Adam wrote useless but

amusing HyperCard programs. Nowadays, he runs GoldfishSoft, a shareware company that

makes games and utilities for Mac OS X. Adam was a technical editor for O'Reilly's best-selling

Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, and an editor for Mac OS X Panther Power User. When he's

not writing books or code, Adam attends MIT.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.
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Doug Adams, “Great for beginners. I saw Adam do a presentation on AppleScript at the

O'Reilly booth during MacWorld SF '05 and was so impressed that I bought the book. As

webmaster of "Doug's AppleScripts for iTunes", I'm frequently asked to recommend a good

AppleScript book for beginners and this is it. It covers everything you need to know to get

started AppleScripting right away, and will even teach some old hands new tricks. I highly

recommend it.”

John Holmgren, “Applescript ROCKS!. Adam is probably out of high school now and I feel

cheated out of my last 50 years. Imagine where I would be now if this kind of talent was in high

school in the early 60's?”

Frank W. Petrie, “REVIEW: AppleScript, The Mising Manual. Book Review: AppleScript: The

Missing ManualBy Frank PetrieAuthor: Adam GoldsteinPublisher: Pogue Press/O'ReillyPrice:

$24.95 USDLevel: Beginner, Intermediate, Power-UserRating: Five out of Five starsDo you

work for your computer or does your computer work for you? I should hope its the later. If not,

you might want to pick up a copy of AppleScript: The Missing Manual and show your Mac

who's the boss.Another entry in the ever popular 'Missing Manual' series , Mr. Goldstein, the

teenage founder of GoldfishSoft, manages to take you from an overview of AS's underpinnings

in Panther (OS X.3) to as far as you care to get involved with the Script Editor.There's

examples of some of the most common repetitive functions accompanied with scripts, thorough

explanations, graphics and sidebars. You are also instructed how to download the "Missing

CD," which contain all of the examples and exercises from the book.The book is broken down

into four major sections:* AppleScript Overview - where the glaze is wiped from your eyes and

all your fears dissipated* Everyday Scripting Tasks - actual hands-on scripting with applications

that you probably use on a daily basis* Power-user Features - learn how to get the most out of

your scripts so your computer does the work while you sit out side on the porch experiencing

daylight* Appendixes - Part One, lists OS X friendly scriptable programs; Part Two, how to

move your old HyperCard scripts into AppleScript; Part Three - references to more books and

websitesThe author writes in such a calming voice that actually makes this manual a page

turner! You'll be amazed at how easily you learn AS as he builds upon each successive lesson.

And if you've never delved into scripting functions for your Mac, you'll be amazed at just how

powerful this unheralded application can be. And how much you'll want to roll up your sleeves

are get immediately to work.This may be the push that you need to start getting under the

hood and fine tuning your machine to be the Mac of your dreams.Pros: Easy to read and follow;

be the envy of your friends by knowing the meaning of booleanCons: This could be the start of

a major addiction; I'm old enough to be the author's



father=============================================©2005 Frank Petrie -

Freelance writer, Macsimum News contributing editor, Curmudgeon”

Clare B., “A door to hidden knowledge. I like the layout of this book it makes it easy to read and

understand. I bought this book because I felt that I needed to acquire a better understanding

of AppleScript and this book has started to open up a new window of computer knowledge.”

The book by Adam Goldstein has a rating of  5 out of 3.3. 26 people have provided feedback.
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